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CAUSAL REVERSIBILITY
IN INDIVIDUAL TOKEN INTERPRETATION
OF PETRI NETS

Abstract Causal reversibility in concurrent systems means that events that the origin of
other events can only be undone after undoing its consequences. In opposition
to backtracking, events that are independent of each other can be reversed in
an arbitrary order; in other words, we have flexible reversibility with respect
to a causality relationship. An implementation of individual token interpreta-
tion of Petri Nets (IPNs) has been proposed by Rob Van Glabbeek et al.; the
present paper investigates a study of causal reversibility within IPNs. Given
N as an IPN, by adding an intuitive firing rule to undo transitions accord-
ing to the causality relationship, the coherence of N is assured; i.e., the set
of all reachable states of N in the reversible version and that of the original
one are identical. Furthermore, reversibility in N is flexible, and their initial
state can be accessible in reverse from any state. In this paper, an approach for
controlling causal-reversibility within IPNs is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Reversibility in concurrent systems has received much attention over the last decade.
The concept of reversible computing is based on a combination of forward and back-
ward computation (in contrast to traditional forward computation). This has been
sprung from [21,28], in which the authors confirm that only irreversible computations
need to consume energy; therefore, reversible computation is favorable in low-energy
computing. In the literature, there are a surprising number of reversible computation
studies that have emerged for modeling systems that are naturally reversible, such as
biological system [9,15,40], chemical systems [9,42], and quantum computations [1,10].
Reversibility has also been used in transactions systems [14,29] and in debugging sys-
tems [26,32,33], without forgetting space exploration problems [11,17,27,29]. In this
kind of system, each one can automatically go backward to a specific state (e.g.,
a stable state) in case of error or checkpoints.

Reversibility in a sequential context is well-understood [34, 44]. To reverse the
execution of a calculus, we can recursively undo the last action performed by this
calculus. Since there is no concept of a last action in a concurrent context1, the
definition of reversibility in which context is trickier and more complex to analyse it.

As mentioned by [43], three forms of undoing events exist. Backtracking is the
first (and simplest) one in which events are undone in the inverse order that they oc-
curred. Causal reversing (the second form) means that events that cause other events
can only be undone after the caused events are undone first; thus, independent
events can be undone in any order irrespective of the order that they have actu-
ally occurred. Opposite to causal reversing, the third form is out-of-causal reversing.

The foundational studies of causal reversibility in concurrent computations have
been largely deployed. The notion of causally reversibility was first introduced in
the process calculus RCCS [13]. To this end, the authors associate a memory to
each process, which accumulates the necessary information to capture the history
of its attached process to backtrack. Alternatively, Phillips and Ulidowski proposed
a technique for reversing process calculi without using memories [41]. In this technique,
they generated unique identifiers for each new execution of actions. The interesting
proprieties must be assured by causal reversibility are resumed by (i) the coherence of
a system, which means that the modified system has the same states as the original
one, and (ii) flexible reversibility, in which events that are independent of each other
can be reversed in an arbitrary order.

In the works discussed above, there are no directives to go forward nor backward.
Hence, reversibility is uncontrollable. In [31], the authors have classified controlling re-
versibility with respect to a causality relationship in three categories: internal control,
external control, and semantic control [12,14,30,40].

It is well-known that, in the literature, causal reversibility can distinguish con-
currency from non-determinism and discern between instances of the same action

1Many actions are executed concurrently.
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(auto-concurrency). Hence, it is naturally able to define causal reversibility within
causality semantics. Furthermore, it’s well-understood [7, 8, 18] and largely defined
within Petri nets (which are general formal descriptive models of concurrent systems)
and can also be used as an underlying semantics model. In [23,25], causality semantics
have been formalized by the notion of an individual token interpretation of Petri nets.

In [23] explains that, in the individual token interpretation of Petri nets, one
can distinguish different tokens residing in the same place, keeping track of where
they come from. if a transition fires by using a token that has been produced by
another transition, there is a causal link between the two. Consequently, the causal
relationships between the transitions in a run of net can always be described by means
of a partial order. On the other hand, tokens cannot be distinguished in the collective
token interpretation.
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Figure 1. Collective and individual token interpretations of Petri net: a) Petri net N ;
b) CT-Marking graph of N ; c) IT-Marking graph of N

The net of Figure 1 [23] illustrates the difference between the collective token in-
terpretations (see Figure 1b) and the individual token interpretation (see Figure 1c)
of given Petri net N in Figure 1a. In this net, the transitions labeled a and b are in-
dependent actions; thus, we can fire each once. After a has fired, there are two tokens
in the place of s1. According to the individual token philosophy, it makes a differ-
ence which of these tokens is used in firing b. if the token that was already there is
used (which must certainly be the case if b happens before the token from a arrives),
transitions a and b are causally independent (case 1). If the token that was produced
by a is used, b is causally dependent on a and noted by ab (case 2). In an oppo-
site manner, the collective token interpretation cannot distinguish these two cases.

1.1. Previous work

Few researchers have addressed reversible computation within the Petri net context.
The first study was proposed in [3, 5]; more recently, causal reversibility has been
introduced within an individual token interpretation [4]. Similar to the Phillips and
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Ulidowski approach, a unique identifier for each firing is assured without adding mem-
ories. [37] proposes an approach for controlling reversibility by associating transitions
with conditions whose satisfaction/violation allows for the execution of transitions in
the forward/reverse direction, respectively. These works have been limited to a sub-
class of Petri nets that are acyclic.

1.2. Our contribution

We believe that the restriction to acyclic Petri nets is due to the mechanism that are
used to distinguish tokens; hence, the work reported in the current paper was moti-
vated by the powerful of the manner of [23] in which tokens can be distinguished. In-
deed, the present work finds, as in [4], an interesting set of results with any restriction2.

Precisely, the contribution of this paper is based on causality semantics that uses
Glabbeek’s presentation of the individual token interpretation of Petri nets [23], noted
in the present work by IPN. A study of causal reversibility within IPNs is proposed and
in which interesting proprieties have been verified, such as the coherence of a system
and flexible reversibility. Furthermore, the initial state of a system can be accessible
in reverse from any one. In this paper, a control causal reversibility within IPNs is
proposed as well. According to Mazurkiewicz’s trace equivalence, flexible reversibility
in IPNs is founded on the interesting theorem that is proven in Section.3.

1.3. Paper organization

The paper is organized as follows. The second section defines the individual token in-
terpretation of Petri nets under the interleaving semantics. The third section examines
the application of Mazurkiewicz’s trace equivalence to IPNs in which an interesting
theorem (to hold flexible reversibility) has been proven. The fourth section is the core
of the present paper in which the coherence and flexible reversibility of a given IPN
are assured and the initial state of a system can be accessible in reverse from any
one. Section 5 defines a new model (States-based Control Causal-Reversible IPNs) in
which causal reversible is controlled by a rollback specification. This paper is ended
by some conclusions of the present work.

2. Preliminaries

In [23], the reader finds a formal presentation of the individual token interpretation
of Petri nets using step semantics; however, the contribution of this paper is defined
using interleaving semantics. Hence, the present section redefines it under interleaving
semantics.

In [23], each token has been identified by a triple (u, k, s) such that s is the
place where the token is created and u is the transition firing that brought it there.
The n tokens that are created in s by u have been distinguished by giving ordinal

2For any cyclic or acyclic Petri net.
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numbers k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1. Hence, the tokens that are defined as tuple (u,k,s)
allow us to distinguish them in the following situations: (i) tokens are located in
different places (held by s); (ii) tokens are located in the same place but created
by different firings (see u); and (iii) tokens are located in the same place and created
by the same firing (assured by k). We take (∗, k, s) for initial tokens of s, we have u = ∗.

The (X, t) pair introduces the firing of transition t with consuming the set of
tokens X. Function β is defined from the tokens to the places where they occur by
β(u, k, s) = s, and η from transition firings u such that u = (X, t) to the transition
that fires by η(u) = t. Function β extends to a function from sets of tokens X to sets
of places by β(X) = {β(n)|∀n ∈ X}.
Definition 2.1. A (labeled, marked)Petri net is a tuple N = (S, T, F, I, L) where:

• S and T are disjoint sets (of places and transitions);
• F : (S × T ∪ T × S)→ N (the flow relationship including arc weights);
• I : S → N (the initial marking);
• L : T −→ A, for A a set of actions, the labeling function.

Definition 2.2. Given Petri net N = (S, T, F, I, L), sets of tokens S• and transition
firing T• of N are recursively defined by:

• (∗, k, s) ∈ S• for s ∈ S and k < I(s);
• (u, k, s) ∈ S• for s ∈ S, u ∈ T• and k < F (η(u), s);
• (X, t) ∈ T• for t ∈ T and X ⊆ S• such that β(X) =• t 6= φ where •t = {s|∀s ∈
S.F (s, t) 6= 0}.
Labeling function L• : T• −→ A on transition firings is given by L•(t) = L(η(t)).

An individual marking of N is a subset of tokens M ⊆ S•. The initial individual
marking I• is defined as ∀(∗, k, s) ∈ S• implies that (∗, k, s) ∈ I•.
Definition 2.3. For a firing u ∈ T• such that u = (X, t), let •u = X and u• =
{(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)} be the set of input tokens and the set of output tokens of u.
Transition t is enabled under an individual marking M ∈ S• if •u ⊆M . In this case,
t can fire under M , yielding M ′ = (M \• u)∪ u•, written as M u−→• M ′ or M [u〉M ′.

For each marking M , [M〉 is the set of markings reachable from M . Hence, [I•〉
is the set of markings reachable from I•, in the other words it’s the set of all marking
reachable of N .

To explain how IPNs can preserve a causal relationship between actions, given
the Petri net N of Figure 1 in which the initial individual marking I• is the set
{(∗, 0, s0), (∗, 0, s1)}. From this state, transition t1 (respectively, t2) is enabled; hence,
we have firing u1 = ({(∗, 0, s0)}, t1) (respectively, u2 = ({(∗, 0, s1)}, t2)). Firing u1
creates state M1 such that M1 = {(u1, 0, s1), (∗, 0, s1)} from which we have two pos-
sible firings: the first one is caused by the initial token (∗, 0, s1), and the second one
by the consequence of u1; i.e., token (u1, 0, s1), noted respectively by u3 and u4 such
that u3 = ({(∗, 0, s1)}, t2) and u4 = ({(u1, 0, s1)}, t2). These mean that we can differ-
entiate the firing of t2 that is caused by the execution of t1 to the one which is caused
by the initial token of s1. In the collective token interpretation, we do not have this
possibility (see Figure 1b).
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The marking graph of N is given as Figure 2 such that:

• X1 = {(∗, 0, s0)} and M1 = {((X1, t1), 0, s1), (∗, 0, s1)};
• X2 = {(∗, 0, s1)} and M2 = {((X2, t2), 0, s2), (∗, 0, s0)}};
• X3 = {((X1, t1), 0, s1)} and M3 = {((X3, t2), 0, s2), (∗, 0, s1)};
• M4 = {((X1, t1), 0, s1), ((X2, t2), 0, s2)};
• M5 = {((X3, t2), 0, s2), ((X2, t2), 0, s2)}.

I•
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M4M3

M5

(X1, t1) (X2, t2)

(X2, t2)

(X3, t2)

(X1, t1)

(X2, t2) (X3, t2)

Figure 2. Marking graph within individual token interpretation

3. Trace equivalence in IPNs

Let σ and σ′ be two sequences, and let u and u′ be two independent actions. By
the definition of Mazurkiewicz’s trace equivalence [35, 36], sequences σ.u.u′.σ′ and
σ.u′.u.σ′ are two equivalent traces. This section examines Mazurkiewicz’s trace equiv-
alence within the IPN context and in which it’s found that any two sequences are
Mazurkiewicz’s equivalent traces only if they share a same source and a same target
marking; i.e., M [σ.u.u′.σ′〉M ′ and M [σ.u′.u.σ′〉M ′.

When we give a sequence to reverse it, two possible reversing sequences can
emerge: (i) the reversing of itself (the usual backtracking), and (ii) the reversing of
their equivalent sequence. Thus, it can be shown that the equivalence concept is a pile
foundation of the flexible reversibility definition.

In this section, the Mazurkiewicz’s trace equivalence is redefined in the IPN
context; to this end, we begin by defining the independent relationships between the
firings in the IPN context. Intuitively, two firings (X, t) and (X ′, t′) are in conflict if
and only if X ∩ X ′ 6= φ. We say that a firing causes another one if and only if the
second one consumes the tokens that are directly or indirectly created by the first one;
i.e., (X, t) causes (X ′, t′) if and only if (X, t)• ∩X ′ ∩ ~(X ′) 6= φ, the indirect tokens
are given by function ~ (see Definition 3.1). Concerning the independent relationship,
we can say that two firings are independent if and only if they are not in conflict and
neither causes the other one.
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Definition 3.1. Let X ⊆ S•. The function ~ is defined recursively as: ~(X) = {X ′ ∪
~(X ′)|∀((X ′, t), k, s) ∈ X}.
Definition 3.2. Let u, u′ ∈ T• such that u = (X, t) and u′ = (X ′, t′). Independent
relationship I ⊆ T• × T• is defined by (u, u′) ∈ I if and only if

1. X ∩X ′ = φ and
2. u• ∩X ′ ∩ ~(X ′) = φ and u′• ∩X ∩ ~(X) = φ.
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Figure 3. Marking graph of IPN: a) Petri net N ; b) the marking graph of N

For instance, let N be an IPN of Figure 3. This net presents an auto-concurrence
of action c, which is caused by the parallel execution of actions a and b. The marking
graph of N is presented as Figure 3b such that:

• I• = {(∗, 0, s0), (∗, 0, s1)};
• X1 = {(∗, 0, s0)};
• M1 = {(∗, 0, s1), ({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)};
• X2 = {(∗, 0, s1)};
• M2 = {(∗, 0, s0), ({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)};
• X3 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)};
• M3 = {(∗, 0, s1), ({(X3, t3)}, 0, s3)};
• M4 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2), ({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)};
• X4 = {({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)};
• M5 = {(∗, 0, s0), ({(X4, t3)}, 0, s3)};
• M6 = {({(X3, t3)}, 0, s3), ({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)};
• M7 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2), ({(X4, t3)}, 0, s3)};
• M8 = {({(X3, t3)}, 0, s3), ({(X4, t3)}, 0, s3)}.
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From this graph, we can take that:
• ((X1, t1), (X2, t2)) ∈ I because X1 ∩ X2 = φ, (X1, t1)• ∩ X2 ∩ ~(X2) = φ and

(X2, t2)•∩X1∩~(X1) = φ such that (X1, t1)• = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)}, ~(X2) = φ,
(X2, t2)• = {({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)} and ~(X1) = φ;

• ((X3, t3), (X2, t2)) ∈ I because X3 ∩ X2 = φ, (X3, t3)• ∩ X2 ∩ ~(X2) = φ and
(X2, t2)•∩X3∩~(X3) = φ such that (X3, t3)• = {({(X3, t3)}, 0, s3)}, ~(X2) = φ,
(X2, t2)• = {({(X2, t2)}, 0, s2)} and ~(X3) = {(∗, 0, s0)};

• ((X1, t1), (X4, t3)) ∈ I because X1 ∩ X4 = φ, (X1, t1)• ∩ X4 ∩ ~(X4) = φ and
(X2, t2)• ∩ X1 ∩ ~(X1) = φ such that (X1, t1)• = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)}, ~(X4) =
{(∗, 0, s1)}, (X4, t3)• = {({(X4, t3)}, 0, s3)} and ~(X1) = φ;

• ((X3, t2), (X4, t3)) ∈ I because X3 ∩ X4 = φ, (X1, t1)• ∩ ~(X4) = φ and
(X2, t2)• ∩ ~(X1) = φ such that (X3, t3)• = {({(X3, t3)}, 0, s3)}, ~(X4) =
{(∗, 0, s1)}, (X4, t3)• = {({(X4, t3)}, 0, s3)} and ~(X3) = {(∗, 0, s0)}.

Mazurkiewicz’s trace equivalence is defined in the IPN context as follows:
Definition 3.3. Let σ, σ′ be two sequences and let u, u′ be two firings such that
(u, u′) ∈ I. Relationship ∼⊆ T ∗• × T ∗• is defined by:

if σ.u.u′.σ′, σ.u′.u.σ′ ∈ T ∗• , then σ.u.u′.σ′ ∼ σ.u′.u.σ′.
Given sequences σ = (X1, t1).(X2, t2).(X3, t3).(X4, t3) and σ′ =

(X2, t2).(X4, t3).(X1, t1).(X3, t3) from Figure 3b,
we can take:

• σ ∼ (X2, t2).(X1, t1).(X3, t3).(X4, t3) from the fact that ((X1, t1), (X2, t2)) ∈ I;

• since ((X3, t3), (X4, t3)) ∈ I, we have (X2, t2).(X1, t1).(X3, t3).(X4, t3) ∼
(X2, t2).(X1, t1).(X4, t3).(X3, t3);

• (X2, t2).(X1, t1).(X4, t3).(X3, t3) ∼ (X2, t2).(X4, t3.)(X1, t1).(X3, t3) = σ′; thus,
((X1, t1), (X4, t3)) ∈ I.
Hence, σ ∼ σ′.
Any one can observe that, in this IPN, for any two sequences σ and σ′ such that

M [σ〉M ′ and M [σ′〉M ′, we have σ ∼ σ′. In the following, we find that it remains true
for any IPN (see Theorem 3.1); however, before this, it is important to report that σ
and σ′ have exactly the same set of actions.

Lemma 3.1. Let σ and σ′ be two sequences such that M [σ〉M ′ and M [σ′〉M ′. We
can have ‖σ‖ = ‖σ′‖.

With ‖u1.u2...un‖ = {ui|∀i ∈ 1..n}.
Proof 3.1. We use proof by contradiction. Suppose the claim is false; this implies
that M [u1〉M1[u2〉M2...[un〉M ′ and M [u′1〉M ′1[u2〉M ′2...[u′m〉M ′ such that n 6= m. So,
have u = (X, t) ∈ ‖σ‖ such that u 6∈ ‖σ′‖ means that we haven’t any state M ′i such
that X ∈ M ′i . As a consequence, X does not appear in any token history of M ′. By
Definition 2.3, this will be impossible.

Theorem 3.1. Let σ, σ′ ∈ T ∗• , σ ∼ σ′ if and only if M [σ〉M ′ and M [σ′〉M ′.
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Proof 3.2. We prove σ ∼ σ′ ⇒M [σ〉M ′ ∧M [σ′〉M ′ and vice-versa.

1. First, we show σ ∼ σ′ ⇒ M [σ〉M ′ ∧ M [σ′〉M ′: From the definition of ∼, we
have σ1.σ2.σ3 ∼ σ1.σ

′
2.σ3 such that σ = σ1.σ2.σ3 and σ′ = σ1.σ

′
2.σ3. From

the fact that [...〉 is a function and each sequence in an IPN is unique, we take
M [σ1〉M1[σ2〉M2[σ3〉M ′ and M [σ1〉M1[σ′2〉M2[σ3〉M ′. Thus, M [σ〉M ′∧M [σ′〉M ′
is held.

2. Now, we show M [σ〉M ′ ∧M [σ′〉M ′ ⇒ σ ∼ σ′: we remember from Lemma 3.1
that ‖σ‖ = ‖σ′‖. We use proof by contradiction. Suppose the claim is false; this
implies that:

a) a sub-sequence u.u1 exists in σ and a sub-sequence u.u2 in σ′ such that
(u1, u2) 6∈ I; this implies the following: if u1 causes u2 in σ (respectively if
u2 causes u1), then u1 6∈ ‖σ′‖ (respectively u2 6∈ ‖σ‖); this will be impossible,
in fact that ‖σ‖ = ‖σ′‖;

b) or, they exist a sub-sequence u1.u of σ and a sub-sequence u2.u of σ′ such
that (u1, u2) 6∈ I, this implies the following: if u1 causes u2 in σ (respec-
tively if u2 causes u1 ), then u1 6∈ ‖σ′‖ (respectively u2 6∈ ‖σ‖); this will be
impossible, in fact that ‖σ‖ = ‖σ′‖.

4. Reversibility in IPNs

Causal reversibility means that an event that causes other events can only be undone
after the caused events are undone first. Our contribution consists of modeling this
kind of reversibility within IPNs. Given N = (S, T, F, I, L) as an IPN, let u ∈ T• such
that u = (X, t), the forward firing of t can be shown as the destruction of all tokens
of set X and then the production of tokens set u•. Therefore (and opposite), the
undoing (backward) of u consumes u• and produces X. In this section, we show how
this intuitive undoing vision can assure both the coherence of a system and flexible
reversibility.

First, the formal definitions of forward and backward firings within IPNs are
given.

Definition 4.1. For a firing u ∈ T• in a Petri net such that u = (X, t), let •u = X

and u• = {(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)} be the set on input tokens and the set of output
tokens of u, respectively.

1. forward firing: transition t is enabled under an individual marking M ∈ S• if
•u ⊆ M ; in this case, t can fire under M , yielding M ′ = (M \• u) ∪ u•, written
as M u−→•f M ′ or M [u〉fM ′.

2. backward firing: transition t can be undone under an individual marking M ′ ∈ S•
if u• ⊆ M ′; in this case, the undo of t can fire under M ′, yielding M = (M ′ \
u•) ∪• u, written as M ′ u−→•b M or M ′[u〉bM .
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Figure 4. Reversibility in individual token interpretation Petri net: a) Petri net N ; b) usual
marking graph; c) marking graph with causal reversibility

For example, let N be the IPN of Figure 4, and let I• = {(∗, 0, s0)} be the
initial marking state of N . Marking I• allows us to only perform (X1, t1) such
that X1 = {(∗, 0, s0)}. By Definition 4.1.1, we have I•[(X1, t1)〉fM1 such that
M1 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s1), ({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)}.

At state M1, we have three possible actions: perform (X2, t2), perform (X3, t3),
or undo (X1, t1):

1. M1[(X2, t2)〉fM2 such that X2 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s1)} and
M2 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2), ({(X2, t2)}, 0, s3)};

2. M1[(X2, t3)〉fM3 such that X3 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s2)} and
M3 = {({(X1, t1)}, 0, s1), ({(X3, t3)}, 0, s4)};

3. M1[(X1, t1)〉bI•.
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The undoing of (X2, t2) or the performing of (X3, t3) will be possible from M2:
1. M2[(X3, t3)〉fM4 such that
M4 = {({(X2, t2)}, 0, s3), ({(X3, t3)}, 0, s4)};

2. M2[(X2, t2)〉bM1 .
From M3, we have:

1. M3[(X2, t2)〉fM4 such that
M4 = {({(X2, t2)}, 0, s3), ({(X3, t3)}, 0, s4)};

2. M3[(X3, t3)〉bM1.
The marking M4 allows us to undo (X3, t3) or (X2, t2):

1. M4[(X3, t3)〉bM2;
2. M4[(X2, t2)〉bM3.

All of these will be resumed as the marking graph of Figure 4c, in which
a dashed arc means the undoing of an action. The graph of Figure 4b is the
usual marking graph of N (without reversibility). Each one can be see that (i)
the two previous graphs have exactly the same marking set, and (ii) in Fig-
ure 4c, the undoing of sequence I•[(X1, t1)〉fM1[(X2, t2)〉fM2[(X3, t3)〉fM4 is real-
ized either by backtracking M4[(X3, t3)〉bM2[[(X2, t2)〉bM1(X1, t1)〉bI•, or by sequence
M4[(X2, t2)〉bM3[[(X3, t3)〉bM1(X1, t1)〉bI•; i.e., by the backtracking of its equivalent
sequence I•[(X1, t1)〉fM1[(X3, t3)〉fM2[(X2, t2)〉fM4.

In this instance, it is obvious to affirm both the coherence of the system and
flexible reversibility. The question is now to know whether these proprieties will be
held for any reversible IPN. In the follow, the coherence and flexible reversibility for
a given reversible IPN are proven. Furthermore, the initial marking is reachable by
reversibility from any marking state.
Definition 4.2. Let u ∈ T•. Relationships F,B ⊆ T• × S• × S• are defined by

• (u,M,M ′) ∈ F if and only if M u−→•f M ′;
• (u,M,M ′) ∈ B if and only if M ′ u−→•b M .

In a reversible IPN, the undoing of a firing (X, t) generates any new marking
state. It is just the reverse of the past state of (X, t). To check this, it must be proven
that B is a partial function that is the inverse function of F.
Lemma 4.1. F and B are partial functions on T• × S• −→ S•.
Proof 4.1. Let u ∈ T• such that u = (X, t), and let M1,M2,M3 ∈ S•. Function F is
a partial function from T• × S• to S• if and only if: F(u,M1) = M2 and F(u,M1) =
M3, then M2 = M3.

With the aim of obtaining a contradiction, we assume that M2 6= M3. By the
definition of forward firing, we have M2 = (M1 \X) ∪ u• and M3 = (M1 \X) ∪ u•;
thus, M1 6= M1, X 6= X and {(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)} 6= {(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)}.
Therefore, they are a contradiction.

This is a similar proof for B.
In the rest, an application F(u,M) (respectively, B(u,M)) is noted by Fu(M)

(respectively, Bu(M)).
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Proposition 4.1. Let u ∈ T•, the function Bu is the inverse function of Fu.
Proof 4.2. Function Bu is the inverse function of Fu if and only if Bu◦Fu(M) = M .
We have Bu ◦ Fu(M) = ((M \X) ∪ u•) \ u• ∪X = M . Thus, Bu ◦ Fu(M) = M .
Proposition 4.2. In a reversible IPN, the undoing of a firing (X, t) generates any
new marking state. This is just the reverse of the past marking of (X, t).
Proof 4.3. From the fact that Bu is the inverse function of Fu.

To define our calculus, functions F and B will be extended by composition to T ∗• .
Definition 4.3. Let σ = u1.u2....un be a sequence in T ∗• such that M0

u1−→•f
M1

u2−→•f M2...
un−→•f Mn. Function F : T ∗• × S• −→ S• is defined by Fσ =

Fun ◦ Fun−1 ...Fu2 ◦ Fu1 .
In what follows, we note M [σ〉fM ′ for Fσ(M) = M ′.

For any marking M , set [M〉f is the set of markings reachable from M . Hence,
[I•〉f is the set of all markings that are reachable of N .

Definition 4.4. Let σ = u1.u2. . . . un be a sequence in T ∗• such that Mn
un−→•b

Mn−1
un−1−→•b Mn−2...

u1−→•b M0. Function B : T ∗• × S• −→ S• is defined as follows:
Bσ = Bu1 ◦Bu2 ...Bun−1 ◦Bun .

We note M ′[σ〉bM for Bσ(M ′) = M .

For any marking M , set [M〉b is the set of markings reachable by reversibility
from M ; thus, [I•〉b = {M |∀σ ∈ T ∗• : M [σ〉bI•} .
Proposition 4.3. In a reversible IPN, for any σ ∈ T• such that Fσ(M) = M ′, we
have Bσ(M ′) = M

Proof 4.4. Let n be the length of sequence σ. We will use induction on n.

1. n = 1: this is evident by the fact that B is the inverse function of F.
2. Suppose that, if n is held, then Bσ(M ′) = M . If we take Fσ.u(M) = M” such

that u ∈ T•, then we wish to show that Bσ.u(M”) = M . From Definition 4.3, we
have Fu(M ′) = M”; therefore, Bu(M”) = M ′. As a result, Bσ ◦Bu(M”) = M .

Proposition 4.3 confirms that a backtracking of any sequence will be possible.
Therefore, the initial marking is reachable by backtracking from any marking state
of the system (see Proposition 4.4).
Proposition 4.4. In a reversible IPN, for any M ∈ S•, σ ∈ T ∗• exists such that
Bσ(M) = I•.
Proof 4.5. M ∈ S• means that ∃σ ∈ T ∗• such that Fσ(I•) = M . Thus, from Proposi-
tion 4.3, we have Bσ(M) = I•

Now, we can enunciate the theorem of the coherence of the system.
Theorem 4.1. (The coherence of the system)

Given N = (S, T, F, I, L) being an IPN, the set of all reachable states of N and that
the reversible N will be identical: [I•〉 = [I•〉f = [I•〉b.
Proof 4.6. By definition, [I•〉 = [I•〉f . From definitions [I•〉f and [I•〉b and from
Proposition 4.4, we have [I•〉f = [I•〉b.
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Theorem 4.2. (Flexible Reversibility)

For any σ ∈ T ∗• such that Fσ(M) = M ′, if σ′ ∈ T ∗• exists such that σ ∼ σ′, then
Bσ(M ′) = Bσ′(M ′) = M .

Proof 4.7. From Theorem 3.1, we take Fσ′(M) = M ′, and from Proposition 4.3, we
can take Bσ(M ′) = Bσ′(M ′) = M .

This theorem means that the reversibility of σ will be given by backtracking or
by the backtracking of its equivalent sequences.

5. States-based controlling causal-reversibility

Unfortunately, controlling reversibility in the distributed system context is trickier and
not evident. Furthermore, we do not have a global view of a system. For example,
taken the distributed system of Figure 5a, which is composed of two subsystems (Sub1
and Sub2), dispersed in two different locations. We note that this vision of distributed
systems has been proposed in [24]. The undoing of Sub2 vis-a-vis their local vision
means that it must undo t22 and then undo t21; thus, t22.t21 is the associated sequence
to this backtracking. This reflect is held if only if the subsystem is independent of
the components of the system. However, in the global vision, we must also undo
t12 of Sub1 and its consequences; hence, it will be possible to have two equivalent
backtracking sequences3: t22.t13.t12.t21 and t13.t22.t12.t21.

The above example is introduced to explain the difficulty of controlling reversibil-
ity using a given sequence. The alternative is the employment of the state space of
a system, one can proposes a pair of states (trigger, target) such as when trigger state
R is spotted, rollback4 (R,G) can be used to go back to target state G. However, we
have fallen in the same previous problem. Indeed, the (R,G) pair will be defined from
the global system; i.e., we must dispose their enumeration states.

To get around this obstacle, this section proposes a control causal-reversibility
within IPNs by giving an implicit rollback. Let us go back to our distributed system of
Figure 5a. When one wants to undo the second subsystem, the trigger state is the one
that contains token ( , , s22), and the target state includes token (∗, 0, s20). Hence, the
specification of this rollback can be taken as a pair of predicates as (Φ(M),Ψ(M))
such that Φ(M) = ( , , s22) ∈ M and Ψ(M) = (∗, 0, s20) ∈ M ; i.e., a rollback
specification will be defined from the description of the system (e.g., tokens and
places) instead of their global state space. A rollback is executed if a marking state
exists that satisfies Φ. As a conclusion, our control causal-reversibility approach is
defined as a control causal-reversibility using a given enumerate rollback that satisfies
the rollback specification.

3We remember that reversibility in reversible IPN is flexible.
4The rollback can be realized by either backtracking or flexible reversibility.
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Figure 5. Controlling reversibility: a) distributed system N ; b) marking graph of N ;
c) marking graph of (N, (M7,M1))

In the following and in the first, the formal definition of control causal-reversibility
using an enumerate rollback is given and followed by a presentation of the control
causal-reversibility approach using the rollback specification that is noted by states-
based controlling causal-reversibility within IPNs (SCCR-IPNs).
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To give the intuition behind the formal definition of the control causal-reversibil-
ity using an enumerate rollback, let us take the marking graph from Figure 6b, and
let the given (M5,M1) be a rollback. To execute this rollback, we have two reversible
equivalent sequences (X4, t4).(X3, t3).(X2, t2) and (X4, t4).(X2, t2).(X3, t3). Now, if
we take the rollback (M5,M2) we also have two sequences σ1 = (X4, t4).(X3, t3)
and σ2 = (X4, t4).(X2, t2).(X3, t3).(X2, t2). However, the sequence σ2 is more costly
than the first, since both the undoing and the doing of (X3, t3) are not needed.
It will be possible to control the rollback in order to get out of σ2; the intu-
ition of this is based on the definition of a partial order over the states (see Def-
inition 5.2). According to this partial order, we only have the M2 �M4 �M5
chain between M5 and M2. Therefore, the rollback enables the σ1 sequence.

We show the following: (i) given a finite marking graph, the marking state set
is structured as a domain (see Proposition 5.2) over partial order �; (ii) the control
backward firing is a continued function on this domain. This means that our control
causal-reversibility is an optimal and finite calculus.
Definition 5.1. Let n, n′ ∈ S• such that n = (u, k, s), n′ = (u′, k′, s′) and u′ = (X, t).
Relationship ¬: S• −→ S• is defined recursively as follows:

n ¬ n′ if and only if:
• n = n′,
• or n ∈ X : means n directly gives rise to n′,
• or ∃n” ∈ X such that n ¬ n”: means n indirectly gives rise to n′.

Definition 5.2. Let M,M ′ ∈ S•. Relationship �: S• −→ S• is defined as follows:
M �M ′ if and only if ∀n ∈M , then ∃((X, t), k, s) ∈M ′ such that:

• n = ((X, t), k, s): means same token,
• or n ∈ X: means n directly gives rise to ((X, t), k, s),
• or ∃n′ ∈ X such that n ¬ n′: means n indirectly gives rise to ((X, t), k, s).

Proposition 5.1. Relationship � is a partial order.
Proof 5.1. Relationship � is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric.

1. Reflexive: by definition.
2. Transitive: let M1 �M2 and M2 �M3, it will be easy to deduce that M1 �M3.

From the definition of �, we can write:

• M1 � M2 if and only if ∀n1 ∈ M1 then ∃((X2, t2), k2, s2) ∈ M2 such that
n1 = ((X2, t2), k2, s2) ∨ n1 ∈ X2 ∨ ∃n2 ∈ X2.n1 ¬ n2;

• M2 � M3 if and only if ∀n2 ∈ M2 then ∃((X3, t3), k3, s3) ∈ M3 such that
n2 = ((X3, t3), k3, s3) ∨ n2 ∈ X3 ∨ ∃n3 ∈ X3.n2 ¬ n3.

From the fact that (∀a ∈ A.∃b ∈ B) and (∀b ∈ B.∃c ∈ C) implies (∀a ∈
A.∃c ∈ C), we can deduce that ∀n1 ∈ M1 then ∃((X3, t3), k3, s3) ∈ M3 such
that n1 = ((X3, t3), k3, s3)∨ n1 ∈ X3 ∨ ∃n3 ∈ X3.n1 ¬ n3. So, we have M1 �M3
as a result.

3. Anti-symmetric: if M1 � M2 and M2 � M1, then M1 = M2, since the marking
graph of IPN is acyclic.
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Figure 6. Control Causal-Reversibility using given enumerate rollback: a) reversible IPN N ;
b) marking graph of N ; c) marking graph of (N, (M5,M2)); d) marking graph of

(N, (M5,M1))

Proposition 5.2. (S•,�) is a domain.
Proof 5.2. (S•,�) is a domain if it is a complete partial order CPO with down
button ⊥. Let N be an IPN, and let Y be a chain defined over S•; if the marking
graph of N is a finite graph, then Y has a least upper bound (so, it is a CPO). Since
∀M ∈ S• : I• �M , the down button is the initial marking state, ⊥= I•.
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Figure 7. Domain of marking graph: a) domain of Figure 5a; b) domain of Figure 6a

Given a rollback (R,G), in the following, we define the control causal-reversibility
within an IPN as a reversible IPN by modifying the backward firing rule (see Definition
5.3.2) with respect to chain G � .. � R, written as (N, (R,G)).

Definition 5.3. Let (R,G) be a rollback. For a firing u ∈ T• in a Petri net such that
u = (X, t), let •u = X and u• = {(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)} be the set on input tokens
and the set of output tokens of u.

1. Forward firing: transition t is enabled under an individual marking M ∈ S• if
•u ⊆ M . In this case, t can fire under M , yielding M ′ = (M \• u) ∪ u•, written
as M u−→•f M ′ or M [u〉fM ′.

2. Controlling backward firing: transition t can be undone under a rollback (R,G)
and an individual marking M ′ ∈ S• if u• ⊆M ′, G �M � R, and G ≺M ′ � R.
In this case, the undo of t can fire under M ′, yielding M = (M ′\u•)∪•u. written
as M ′ u−→•cb M or M ′[u〉cbM .

The controlling backward firing rule means that the undoing is possible if an only
if both the source and the target of this firing are on chain G � ... � R.

For instance, the marking graph of (N, (M5,M2)) (respectively, (N, (M5,M1)))
is presented as Figure 6c (respectively, Figure 6d). The marking graph of Figure 5c is
from rollback (M7,M1).

Proposition 5.3. Controlling backward firing [..〉cb is a continued function over
(S•,�).

Proof 5.3. Let Y be a chain on (S•,�) such that Y = M1 � M2 � .. � Mn.
Function [..〉cb over rollback (Mn,M1) is continued if and only if it is monotone and⊔

(Y ) =
⊔
{M ′|∀M ∈ Y.∃u ∈ T• : M [u〉cbM ′}.
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• Function [..〉cb is monotone: for all M1 � M2, we have M1[u〉cbM ′1 and
M2[u〉cbM ′2. From the definition of [..〉cb and �, we have M ′1 �M1 and M ′2 �M2.
From the fact that [..〉cb is a function, we have M1 = M ′2. So, M ′1 �M ′2.

• Function [..〉cb is continuous: it is a direct consequence of the monotony
of [..〉cb. We recall that [..〉cb is defined over (Mn,M1); thus, ∃u1 ∈ T•
such that M2[u1〉cbM1, ∃u2 ∈ T• such that M3[u2〉cbM2,...and ∃un ∈ T•
such that Mn+1[un〉cbMn. We get

⊔
{M ′|∀M ∈ Y.∃u ∈ T• : M [u〉cbM ′} =⊔

({M1,M2, ...,Mn}) =
⊔

(Y ) as an outcome.

In the above, it has been proven that (i) given a finite marking graph, the marking
state set is structured as a domain over partial order � and (ii) the control backward
firing is a continued function. In other words, this reversibility is a finite calculus, and
it is optimal in the way that we cannot redo an action5.

After given the formal definition of the control causal-reversibility using a given
enumerate rollback, the formal definition of a rollback specification is introduced in
the following to use in the states-based control reversible IPN definition.
Definition 5.4. A rollback specification is a (Φ,Ψ) pair such that Φ and Ψ are pred-
icates over S•. Let (M,M ′) ∈ S• × S•, we saw that (Φ,Ψ) is satisfied by (M,M ′) if
and only if M satisfies Φ and M ′ satisfies Ψ, written as (M,M ′) � (Φ,Ψ).

Definition 5.5. The states-based control reversible IPN (noted as SCCR-INP) is a
tuple (N, (Φ,Ψ)) such that N is a Petri net (S, T, F, I, L) and (Φ,Ψ) is a rollback
specification.

Definition 5.6. Let (Φ,Ψ) be a rollback specification. For a firing u ∈ T• in a Petri
net such that u = (X, t), let •u = X and u• = {(u, k, s)|K < F (η(u), s)} be the set of
input tokens and the set of output tokens of u.

1. Forward firing: transition t is enabled under an individual marking M ∈ S• if
•u ⊆ M . In this case, t can fire under M , yielding M ′ = (M \• u) ∪ u•, written
as M u−→•f M ′ or M [u〉fM ′.

2. Controlling backward firing: transition t can be undone under (Φ,Ψ) and an
individual marking M ′ ∈ S• if u• ⊆ M ′ and (R,G) exists such that (R,G) �
(Φ,Ψ) such that G � M � R and G ≺ M ′ � R. In this case, the undo of t
can fire under M ′, yielding M = (M ′ \ u•) ∪• u, written as M ′ u−→•cb M or
M ′[u〉cbM .

6. Conclusions

This paper has explained causal reversibility in an individual token interpretation of
Petri nets (IPNs). The evidence from this study intimates that causal reversibility
in a given IPN assures both its coherence and flexible reversibility; furthermore, its
initial state can be accessible in reverse from any state.

5This calculus follows a chain of the domain.
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In the distributed system context, it will be difficile to control causal-reversibility
without being given the global behavior of a system. In the present work, we found
that Van Glabbeek’s representation of individual token interpretation [24] provides
a powerful tool for define a controlling causal-reversibility by giving an implicit roll-
back that describes the state that, from it, we go back to a consistent one it is con-
cretized by the proposition of the states-based control causal-reversible IPN (SCCR-
-IPN) definition. Improving the rollback specification language, this model has the
potential to be used in different contexts such as biological, chemical, debugging,
transaction systems, and in state space exploration problems.
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